UIU LIBRARY RESOURCES ON
ASIAN AMERICANS AND PACIFIC ISLANDERS


America's Asia : dissenting essays on Asian-American relations / edited by Edward Friedman & Mark Selden. 1971 Call Nr: 950 A512

America's paradise lost / Willard Price 1966 Call Nr: 916.65 P946a

Anatomy of paradise: Hawaii and the islands of the South Seas. Issued in cooperation with the American Institute of Pacific Relations / J. C. Furnas. 1948 Call Nr: 973.09691 F987a

Argonauts of the western Pacific; an account of native enterprise and adventure in the archipelagoes of Melanesian New Guinea, by Bronislaw Malinowski 1922 Call Nr: 572.7 M29a


Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders : a people looking forward : action for access and partnerships in the 21st century : interim report to the president and the nation / President's Advisory Commission on Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders. 2001 Call Nr: PR 42.8:A 4/P 39/INT.REPT. https://purl.fdlp.gov/GPO/LPS17931


Asian Pacific American heritage : a companion to literature and arts / George J. Leonard, editor. 1999
Asian Pacific Americans in the United States Navy. 2011 Call Nr: D 221.2:AS 4/3
https://purl.fdlp.gov/GPO/gpo23815

Asian refugees in America: narratives of escape and adaptation / Eleanor Herz Swent; foreword by Judy Yung. 2011 Call Nr: 305.906914095 S974a


Asian-American cultures in the U.S.A. [videorecording] / the Board of Governors Universities in cooperation with Governors State University; a production of Communications Services. 1993 Call Nr: VHS 305.895 A832

Asian-American labor force in the recovery. 2011 Call Nr: L 1.2:AS 4
https://purl.fdlp.gov/GPO/gpo10845

Asian-American writers / Allison Amend. 2010


Asian/American: historical crossings of a racial frontier / David Palumbo-Liu. 1999

Austronesian soundscapes: performing arts in Oceania and Southeast Asia / edited by Birgit Abels. 2011

Blue jasmine / Kashmira Sheth. 2006 Call Nr: jF S554b “When twelve-year-old Seema moves to Iowa City with her parents and younger sister, she leaves friends and family behind in her native India but gradually begins to feel at home in her new country.”

Chinese America, history and perspectives. 2001-2008

Claiming the oriental gateway: prewar Seattle and Japanese America / Shelley Sang-Hee Lee. 2011

Closing the gate: race, politics, and the Chinese Exclusion Act / Andrew Gyory. 1998

Coral island: a tale of the Pacific Ocean / R.M. Ballantyne. 199u Call Nr: j808.068


Data on Asian/Pacific Islander Veterans. 2000 Call Nr: VA 1.2:2002019472
https://purl.fdlp.gov/GPO/LPS20158

Desi talk. 2013--Newspaper in New York for East Indians
https://search.ebscohost.com/direct.asp?db=n5h&jid=%22G96I%22&scope=site

Diaspora literature and visual culture: Asia in flight / Sheng-mei Ma. 2011


Distinguished Asian Americans: a biographical dictionary / edited by Hyung-chan Kim; contributing editors, Dorothy Cordova [and others]. 1999

Empty place: poetry, space, and being among the Foi of Papua New Guinea / James F. Weiner. 1991

English language proficiency assessment in the Pacific Region / prepared by Don Burger, Rodrigo Mauricio, Jennifer Ryan. 2007 Call Nr: ED 1.617:2007-014
https://purl.fdlp.gov/GPO/LPS92486


Ethnic routes to becoming American: Indian immigrants and the cultures of citizenship / Sharmila Rudrappa. 2004


India-west.  2009- California newspaper for East Indians  https://search.ebscohost.com/direct.asp?db=n5h&jid=%2291LI%22&scope=site


Island peoples of the western Pacific, Micronesia and Melanesia, by herbert W. Krieger ...  1993-  Call Nr: 996 K89i

Islands of the Pacific / by Daniel Hawthorne.  1943  Call Nr: 919.604 D184i


Joy Luck Club / Amy Tan.  2006  Call Nr: 813.54 T161j
Malaysia / Keat Gin Ooi. 1999

Malaysia. Country profile. 200u https://purl.fdlp.gov/GPO/LPS86303

Modeling citizenship: Jewish and Asian American writing / Cathy J. Schlund-Vials. 2011


My trouble is my English: Asian students and the American dream / Danling Fu; foreword by Donald H. Graves. 1995 Call Nr: 428.007 F949m

News India-times. 2011- New York newspaper for East Indians
https://search.ebscohost.com/direct.asp?db=n5h&jid=%2210GN%22&scope=site


Oceanic art / Nicholas Thomas. 1995 Call Nr: 709.9 T459o

Oriental Americans, by H. Brett Melendy. 1972 Call Nr: 305.895073 M519o

Out of the frying pan: reflections of a Japanese American / by Bill Hosokawa. 1998

Outcast of the islands / Joseph Conrad. 1996

Pacific arts of Polynesia and Micronesia / Adrienne L. Kaeppler. 2008 Call Nr: 709.96 K11p

Pacific Islands Area current developments. / United States. Natural Resources Conservation Service. Pacific Islands Area. 2006 Call Nr: A 57.81/11-2:
https://purl.fdlp.gov/GPO/LPS96007

Pacific Islands speaking. Maps and drawings by the author / Armstrong Sperry 1955 Call Nr: 990 S751p


Paradise for sale: a parable of nature / Carl N. McDaniel and John M. Gowdy. 2000
People trade: Pacific Island laborers and New Caledonia, 1865-1930 / Dorothy Shineberg. 1999

Peopling of America: a synoptic history / compiled by Jason H. Silverman from The Americans all resource materials ; instructive materials by Gail C. Christopher. 1994 Call Nr: 305.800202 P419s

Postcolonial Pacific writing: representations of the body / Michelle Keown. 2005

Race, rights, and the Asian American experience / Angelo N. Ancheta. 1998

Shipwrecked on Mystery Island / by Roy Wandelmaier ; illustrated by J. Brian Pinkney. 1985 Call Nr: jF W245s

Stories of Maxine Hong Kingston [videorecording] / WNET/New York, WTTW/Chicago, WTVS/Detroit ; Bill Moyers ; a production of Public Affairs Television, Inc. ; producer, Leslie Clark. 1994 Call Nr: VHS 813.54 S884

Stranger in the mirror / Allen Say. 1995 Call Nr: Pic S274st

Strangers from a different shore: a history of Asian Americans / Ronald Takaki. 1989 Call Nr: 973.0495 T136s

Struggling to be heard: the unmet needs of Asian Pacific American children / edited by Valerie Ooka Pang, Li-Rong Lilly Cheng. 1998

This is all I choose to tell: history and hybridity in Vietnamese American literature / Isabelle Thuy Pelaud. 2011

Unaccustomed earth / Jhumpa Lahiri. 2008 Call Nr: 813.54 L183u Fiction book about Bengali Americans. Unaccustomed Earth is a collection of short stories which consider the lives of Indian American characters and how they deal with their mixed cultural environment.

Verge. 2015- Periodical for and about Asian Americans
When women rule the court: gender, race, and Japanese American basketball / Nicole Willms. 2017

Winning the future: a road map for the Asian American and Pacific Islander community. / White House Initiative on Asian Americans & Pacific Islanders (U.S.) 2011 Call Nr: PR 44.8:AS 4/2 https://purl.fdlp.gov/GPO/gpo7537

Woman warrior: memoirs of a girlhood among ghosts / Maxine Hong Kingston. 1976 Call Nr: 979.461 K55


You bring the distant near / Mitali Perkins. 2017 Call Nr: jF P448y 2017 Fiction book about 5 East Indian American women

Yami of Lan-yu Island: portrait of a culture in transition / Douglas C. Smith. 2011 Call Nr: 951.249 S645y History and social life of Lan Island (Taiwan)

MULTICULTURAL DIVERSITY IN THE UNITED STATES
(Titles include sections pertaining to Asian Americans and/or Pacific Islanders)

American multiculturalism in context: views from at Home and Abroad / edited by Sämi Ludwig. 2017

Color of fear / a film by Lee Mun Wah. 1997 Call Nr: DVD 305.800973 C719


Diversity index: the alarming truth about diversity in corporate America and what can be done about it / Susan E. Reed. 2011

Gangs and their tattoos: identifying gangbangers on the street and in prison / Bill Valentine; original artwork by Robert Schober. 2000 Call Nr: 364.1066 V145g

Immigration in U.S. history / edited by Carl L. Bankston, III, Danielle Antoinette Hidalgo; project editor, R. Kent Rasmussen. 2006 Call Nr: 304.87303 I33 Includes “56 articles about Asian immigrants, including articles specifically on Chinese, Filipino, Hmong,
Japanese, Korean, Pacific Islander, South Asian, Southeast Asian, Tibetan, and Vietnamese immigrants.”

**Inauthentic**: the anxiety over culture and identity / Vincent J. Cheng. 2004 “Modern and contemporary cultures are increasingly marked by an anxiety over a perceived loss of authentic cultural identity. This book examines globalism and neocolonialism, and what is meant by “authenticity.”

**Intercultural and multicultural education**: enhancing global interconnectedness / edited by Carl A. Grant and Agostino Portera. 2011

**Multicultural marketing**: selling to a diverse America / Marlene L. Rossman. 1994

**Multiculturalism in the United States**: a comparative guide to acculturation and ethnicity / edited by John D. Buenker and Lorman A. Ratner. 2005

**Reinventing the melting pot**: the new immigrants and what it means to be American / edited by Tamar Jacoby. 2004 Call Nr: 304.873 R374

**Using multiethnic literature in the K-8 classroom**: Violet J. Harris [editor]. 1997 Call Nr: 372.64 U85

---

**BUSINESS AND GOVERNMENT RELATIONS WITH ASIA AND THE PACIFIC ISLANDS**

**Central and southwest Asian countries**: trends in U.S. assistance and key economic, governance, and demographic characteristics / United States General Accounting Office. 2003 Call Nr: GA 1.2:GAO-03-634 R

**Driven by growth**: political change in the Asia-Pacific region / James W. Morley, editor. 1999

**Dynamics of Asian labour markets**: balancing control and flexibility / edited by John Benson and Ying Zhu. 2011

**Historical dictionary of United States-Southeast Asia relations**: Donald E. Weatherbee. 2008 The Historical Dictionary of United States-Southeast Asia Relations identifies the key issues, individuals, and events in the history of U.S.-Southeast Asia relations and places them in the context of the complex and dynamic regional strategic, political, and economic
processes that have fashioned the American role in Southeast Asia.

I go east: learning from the Japanese experience / J. Tann Kok Aun; forward by Tun Mohamed Suffian. 1982 Call Nr: 658.1145  T166i  Gift from the author. Published in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

Languages of business: an international perspective / Francesca Bargiela-Chiappini and Sandra Harris. 1997

State, society and international relations in Asia: reality and challenges / edited by M. Parvizi Amineh. 2010

CULTURE AND SOCIAL LIFE IN ASIA AND THE PACIFIC ISLANDS

Aliens R us: the other in science fiction cinema / edited by Ziauddin Sardar and Sean Cubitt. 2002 Call Nr: 791.43915 A398

Food culture in colonial Asia: a taste of empire / Cecilia Leong-Salobir. 2011

Higher education in Southeast Asia: blurring borders, changing balance / Anthony Welch. 2011

India and the awakening East / Eleanor Roosevelt. 1953 Call Nr: 915.4 R67  Book written by First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt on social conditions in India.

Learning, teaching, and musical identity: voices across cultures / edited by Lucy Green. 2011

Performing ethnomusicology: teaching and representation in world music ensembles / edited by Ted Solís. 2004

Taming the wind of desire: psychology, medicine, and aesthetics in Malay shamanistic performance / Carol Laderman. 1991
HISTORY AND LEGENDS FROM ASIA AND THE PACIFIC ISLANDS

Weavers of song: Polynesian music and dance / Mervyn McLean. 1999  Call Nr: 780/.996  

Across the Pacific; an inner history of American-East Asian relations. / Akira Iriye; Introd. by John K. Fairbank. 1967  Call Nr: 327.73051 I68a

Asia in western and world history: a guide for teaching / Ainslie T. Embree and Carol Gluck, editors. 1997  

Asia inside out: changing times / edited by Eric Tagliacozzo, Helen F. Siu, and Peter C. Perdue. 2015  Explores the dynamic networks that have linked peoples from Japan to Yemen over the past five centuries. Each author examines a single year or decade that redefined Asia.  

At the heart of the Empire: Indians and the colonial encounter in late-Victorian Britain / Antoinette Burton. 1998  


History vs women: the defiant lives that they don't want you to know / Anita Sarkeesian & Ebony Adams with illustrations by T.S. Abe. 2018  Call Nr: j305.42 S245h 2018  
Includes sections on Triệu Thị Trinh (Vietnam); Mai Bhago (India); Wang Zhenyi (China); Ching Shih (China); Murasaki Shikibu (Japan); and Khutulun (Mongol 1260)

Mulan's legend and legacy in China and the United States / Lan Dong. 2011  

Thousand beginnings and endings: 15 retellings of Asian myths and legends / edited by Ellen Oh, Elsie Chapman. 2018  Call Nr: jF T526 2018